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EnlightenedEating
■ Every year, thousands of Buddhists from around the
world and every sect come to India for the International
Kagyu Monlam, a nine-day prayer and meditation
festival held in Bodh Gaya, where the Buddha achieved
enlightenment. At the most recent festival, a photo
exhibit presented by Tibetan Volunteers for Animals
(TVA) gave pilgrims insight into the suffering caused by
eating meat. After five days of tabling at Kagyu Monlam,
the TVA activists went to hear His Holiness the 14th Dalai
Lama speak at a peace ceremony in Hansur. At this
international gathering of more than 100,000 people,
the Nobel Peace Prize-winning Tibetan spiritual leader
urged everyone to help animals by becoming vegetarian.
phayul.com

IceScream

■ If you still eat ice cream made from cows’ milk, you might also be
eating proteins from genetically modified fish. Unilever, the largest
supplier of frozen desserts to the US and parent company of Ben & Jerry’s,
Breyer’s, Klondike and Popsicle brands, has started using “ice structuring
anti-freeze” proteins in some of its products. Unilever claims that the
compound, which is synthesized from genetically modified yeast that
comes from the blood of the ocean pout, will prevent the “crystallization”
of ice cream when it melts and is refrozen. Meanwhile, vegan ice creams
like So Delicious and Tofutti remain fish free. counterpunch.org

VeganPedal
Power

■ Cyclocross has earned a reputation as a
physically demanding sport that pits riders
against thick mud bogs, gritty sand pits, steep
embankments, plank barriers and other grueling
obstacles in a race to the finish—perfect for
athletes who have honed their well-toned
physiques on a vegan diet. At least that seems
to be the case, considering plant-eaters made
such an impressive showing at the Cyclocross
Nationals in Providence, RI, in January. Sami
Fournier of Bend, Ore., won the Master’s Women
40 to 44 age category, while three other vegans—
Molly Cameron, Christine Vardaros and Adam
Hodges—took top-10 spots in other competitions.
organicathlete.org
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Endangered
Hamburger

■ The United Nations Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO) is sounding the alarm
about the extinction of species that most
people think of only as food—cows,
chickens, pigs and other animals raised for
meat, milk and eggs. The FAO calculates
that of the more than 7,600 farmedanimal species in their database, onefifth are already in danger of extinction.
The main cause of this crisis is factory
farming’s reliance on specialized breeding
techniques (artificial insemination, in vitro
fertilization, genetic engineering) that are
used to accelerate meat, dairy and egg
production. With farmed-animal species
disappearing at the rate of about one
per month, analysts worry that industrial
agriculture could inadvertently phase some
breeds out of existence. UN News Centre

Weighing
Options
■ A study presented at the annual meeting
of the American Heart Association shows
that vegetarians lost more weight after 18
months on a low-fat diet than those who ate
a low-fat diet that included animal products.
Choosing only overweight subjects for
their study pool, the researchers assigned
96 participants to eat an omnivorous diet
and 80 to the vegetarian group. Those who
followed the meatless diet throughout the
study period lost an average of 16.5 pounds,
while omnivores lost on average only 10.4
pounds. In addition, vegetarians’ levels of
“bad” cholesterol dropped significantly only
six months into the study, reducing their risk
of heart disease. WebMD

Veg =

Smarter?
■ Maybe you’ve always suspected that
vegetarians tend to be brainier than meateaters, but a study published recently in the
British Medical Journal actually provides
some corroborating evidence to back up
this claim. In 1970, researchers tested the
IQs of more than 8,000 10-year-olds, then
checked back 20 years later to see how many
had become vegetarians as adults. The 366
self-defined vegetarians’ IQ scores were,
on average, five points higher than those of
the meat-eaters in the study pool. Based on
these results, it has been suggested that the
smartest kids will grow up to be vegetarians
because they realize it is a compassionate,
healthy choice that helps animals, people
and the planet. Reuters
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DieteticDiabetic
■ A team of medical researchers led by Neal
Barnard, MD, president of the Physicians
Committee for Responsible Medicine (PCRM),
recently announced the results of a study
showing that a vegan diet can actually reverse the
symptoms of Type 2 diabetes. Of the test subjects
assigned to a low-fat, low-sugar vegan diet, 43
percent were able to either stop taking insulin
or glucose-control medications or reduce their
doses after a 22-week period. Participants on the
vegan diet not only had lower blood-sugar levels
than those on the standard American Diabetes
Association diet (which includes animal products),
but also lost more weight while improving their
cholesterol counts and kidney function. WebMD
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■ The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
has announced that eating the meat and milk of
cloned animals is just as safe as consuming the
flesh and dairy of non-clones, paving the way
for the commercial sale of replicated animal
products. Yet consumer groups charge that the
FDA’s research does not conclusively settle all
safety concerns, while animal advocates object
that cloning is inhumane because the process
causes many “reprogramming errors” (like
significantly higher death and deformity rates).
The FDA will not require producers to label
cloned meat any differently than conventional
meat, even though polls show the majority of
consumers are uncomfortable about cloning.
Associated Press

Juice

Excuse

■ Just hours after Whole Foods Market threatened
to pull POM Wonderful juice from all stores if they
did not stop testing on animals, the pomegranate
juice company announced it would immediately
cease experiments on non-human subjects. Animal
advocates spent months fighting the company’s
research involving the deaths of mice and rabbits.
By ending animal testing, the company may be
encouraged to redouble its efforts at proving
the benefits of its juice through more relevant
and humane studies on human volunteers.
animalliberationpressoffice.org

Photo: Farm Sanctuary

EscapeGoat
■ It’s not every day that a goat winds up
wandering the streets of Brooklyn, but that
is exactly what Animal Care and Control
officers found after responding to a call
from a bemused resident. Judging from the
plastic tag on his ear, they determined that
the six-month-old billy was an escapee
from one of the neighborhood’s many goat
slaughterhouses supplying meat and milk
to eateries and shops in New York City and
beyond. Rather than being turned into stew,
Joey will spend the rest of his natural life with
34 other rescued goats at Farm Sanctuary’s
shelter in upstate New York. farmsanctuary.org

Chicken

Surprise

■ Yum Brands, the fast-food conglomerate that
owns Kentucky Fried Chicken (KFC), recently
got more than it bargained for from a proposed
real estate deal. Wanting to open a franchise in
downtown Norfolk, Va., the company offered
$1 million to the owner of a vacant warehouse
without realizing it was owned by the PETA
Foundation. The animal rights group, which has
its headquarters in Norfolk, has conducted a
lengthy campaign to get KFC to treat chickens
more humanely. PETA therefore offered to give
Yum the property scot-free if KFC agreed to
make its suppliers comply with stronger animal
welfare standards, but the company declined
the counteroffer. New York Times
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CruelSoupCanned

■ In an amazing display of cyberspeed, it took e-activists only 10 days to convince internet
retail giant Amazon.com to do the right thing and drop shark-ﬁn soup from their online catalog.
The company wisely chose not to support the savage practice of slicing ﬁns off live sharks and
throwing their bodies back into the ocean to make the expensive “delicacy,” which is the leading
cause of drastically shrinking shark populations around the world. Activists are now trying to
convince Amazon to help end the fatal feeding frenzy by explaining to their customers why they no
longer sell shark-ﬁn soup. wetpixel.com

Not-So-Mad

Cow

■ Scientists with the US Department of
Agriculture and pharmaceutical ﬁrm Hematech
claim to have successfully bred cattle that are
immune to bovine spongiform encephalopathy
(BSE), the disease commonly known as Mad
Cow. Tests are still being conducted to conﬁrm
the ﬁndings; results won’t be available until
later this year at the earliest. Hundreds of
people around the world have contracted the
always-fatal prion disease that eats holes in
the brain. Industry insiders hope BSE-proof
cows will restore conﬁdence in US beef at
home and abroad. Associated Press

CratePhase-Out
■ Smithﬁeld Foods, Inc., the top pork producer in the US,
has announced plans to phase out gestation crates for
pregnant pigs over the next decade. Both animal welfare
groups and corporate customers like McDonald’s and
Wal-Mart put pressure on the pork supplier to stop using
the cruel crates, which typically only measure two feet
by seven feet. The crates virtually immobilize a sow (who
can weigh up to 600 pounds at the peak of pregnancy) for
the duration of her four-month gestation period, causing
severe physical and psychological suffering. Smithﬁeld
says that by 2017, all 1.2 million of its breeder hogs will be
kept in group pens where they will be able to move about
and socialize. Wall Street Journal
Mat Thomas pens News Beet in every issue of VegNews. To
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read more of his writing, visit animalrighter.org.

